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As all parents know, life changes when you have children.

Glasses or contacts may have been �ne in the old days. But

now you value anything that simpli�es your routine and gives

you more time to focus on what matters (your kids). With

LASIK, you’ll be better prepared, both for the great times and

for emergencies. Here are four ways that LASIK helps make

life easier for parents!

1. Time

New parents suddenly become aware of just how much time

they spend dealing with glasses and contacts.
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stocking up on solutions

hunting for glasses

switching between pairs of glasses

cleaning dirty lenses

And then there’s hygiene. When you’re a busy parent,

keeping your hands clean is suddenly a lot harder than it

used to be. You may �nd yourself struggling to manage your

lenses and contact lens case without properly washing your

hands. And once the kids are asleep at the end of the day,

you probably don’t want to be spending that precious “me

time” dealing with your contacts.

2. Safety

Emergencies

Imagine how secure you’d feel knowing that you could see

well for any emergency, day or night. With LASIK, you don’t

have to worry about hunting for your glasses. You’ll be

instantly ready to locate your children and bring them to

safety.

Child Supervision

Watching over our kids is an essential task of parenting.

Imagine being able to easily monitor your child while they are

swimming on a sunny day when there’s lots of glare. Or being

able to spot them while they are playing on the playground

at any moment.

Driving

After LASIK, you’ll be more con�dent about your ability to

transport your kids safely. It will also be easier for you to keep

an eye on other drivers and anticipate dangerous situations in

tra�c.

Daily Tasks

With good vision, you can read the �ne print on the medicine

bottle, even when it’s 3 AM and your child’s bedroom is dark.

In every situation, you’ll be ready to do what needs to be

done without the added step of hunting for your glasses.
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3. Saving Money

Now that you have kids, those glasses and contacts are likely

to cost you a lot more. Toddlers love to grab eyeglasses, and

parents spend a lot on replacement frames and contact

lenses. Curious �ngers can tip contacts out of their case.

Older kids love to play and roughhouse, which may mean

accidentally knocking your glasses across the room. With no

more glasses, contacts, or solutions to pay for, you’ll save

thousands of dollars over time. That’s money that can go

toward family outings or into a college fund.

4. Fun

Good vision means enjoying spontaneous fun with your child.

You’ll be able to grab a book and read aloud to them or join

in a painting project, without stopping to hunt for your

glasses. Plus you can swoop in for a cuddle at any moment

without worrying about your glasses getting in the way.

When your child is playing sports, you’ll be able to cheer

them on without worrying about sand, dirt, or allergies

irritating your eyes.

Feinerman Vision Center, LASIK
Newport Beach

Imagine your child performing on stage, playing soccer, or

walking in their high school graduation ceremony. With your

new corrected vision, you’ll be able to enjoy every second of

it without missing a thing. Ready to schedule your LASIK

consultation? Contact Feinerman Vision Center today!
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CONTACT US

WE?

Feinerman Vision

Center 

320 Superior

Avenue, Suite 390  

Newport Beach,

California 92663  

 

Phone:
949.631.4780
Fax: 949.631.7854
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320 Superior Avenue, Suite 390 Newport Beach, California 92663 
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The material contained on this site is for informational purposes only and is not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment.  

Always seek the advice of your physician or other quali�ed health care provider. 
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